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NewMac is an annual postgraduate humanities and social science conference and journal 

(Humanity) run by the University of Newcastle and Macquarie University. This year’s theme is 

Making a Mark.

Higher degree research is related to Making a Mark in many different, and sometimes 

competing, ways. We not only research marks – for instance, our impact on the environment, 

the impact of ideas, beliefs and texts on society and history, or the marks that the natural 

world and other life forms make on us. As researchers, we also hope to make a mark – to 

produce knowledge and understanding that enriches our field, the wider community and 

ourselves. How we see our work Making a Mark affects how we conduct and communicate 

our research, as well as the value we ascribe to it in the world. For this reason, it is important 

that we, as postgraduate researchers, think about what it means for our research to be 

Making a Mark.

NewMac 2017 invites postgraduate students from across the humanities and social science 

disciplines to explore how they see their work as Making a Mark. 

  

Abstracts should be aimed at one or more of the following formats: 20-minute traditional 

papers, 5 to 7-minute ‘Work In Progress’ presentations (with panel discussion), 3- 

minute lighting round talks and poster session, and a ‘future fellows’ competition. 

Detailed information about all presentation types is available on the website.  

To submit an abstract, please complete the Google submission form available on the 

conference website at https://NewMacConference.wordpress.com. 

Abstracts are due by 20th May 2017. 

Registration is free, food and drink will be provided and prizes will be awarded 

to the most outstanding presentations given in each format.  

• What kind of mark does your research investigate and/or make? What impact does your   

work make on the wider community or world? 

• What significance does your work hold for future research? 

• How does your work relate to the marks made by researchers in other disciplines? 

• What does Making a Mark mean for scholars in the humanities? How do we conceptualise 

and evaluate the significance, impact or value of humanities research?


